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SI 532: Digital Government I – Book Review Assignments

Two students will review each book.

**January 20th**
Robert Dahl, *On Democracy*
John Dewey, *The Public and its Problems*
Jurgen Habermas, *The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere*
Benjamin Barber, *Strong Democracy: Participatory Politics for a New Age*

**January 27th**
Iris Marion-Young, *Inclusion and Democracy*
Peter Levine, *The Future of Democracy: Developing the Next Generation of American Citizens*
Archon Fung, *Empowered Participation: Reinventing Urban Democracy*
Nina Eliasoph, *Avoiding Politics: How Americans Produce Apathy in Everyday Life*

**February 3rd**
Robert Putnam, *Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community*
Cass Sunstein, *Republic.com*
*** Diana Mutz, *Hearing the Other Side: Deliberative vs. Participatory Democracy*

**February 10th**
Charles Tilly, *Social Movements, 1768-2004*
Sidney Tarrow, *The New Transnational Activism*
*** Francesca Polletta, *Freedom is an Endless Meeting: Democracy in American Social Movements*
Howard Rheingold, *Smart Mobs: The Next Social Revolution*

**February 17th**
*** Bruce Bimber, *Information and American Democracy: Technology in the Evolution of Political Power*
*** Philip Howard, *New Media Campaigns and the Managed Citizen*
*** Kirsten Foot and Steven Schneider, *Web Campaigning*
*** Nowell Feld and Nate Wilcox, *Netroots Rising: How a Citizen Army of Bloggers and Online Activists is Changing American Politics*